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Apps galore ()

page 3

Our phones are as much a habit as they are an aide to our busy lifestyles.
Online auction house eBay made it into the top ten.
Facebook is the app we feel compelled to check in with most regularly.
Smartphone users unlock their phone 28 times each day, but we consider
10 of these compulsive acts.
The average Briton will check their phone 10,000 times but 4,000 of these
instances are out of habit.
In the social stakes, the average Brit has two social media apps downloaded on
their phone.
Facebook was unseated from the top spot by Google Maps.
WhatsApp and Gmail both appeared ahead of the social media giant in terms
of utility.

The age of entitlement ()
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pages 4-5

The number turning up in A&E wards reporting psychiatric conditions has
A&E = Accident &
doubled since 2009.
Emergency
A recent UNICEF report discovered that British brats were the least happy in
brat
the Western world.
They have a very potent cachet instead.
cachet
91 per cent of teachers reported seeing more mental illness among their charges.
charge
The mental illness issue is also discernible in our universities.
discernible
Children are not enjoined to understand the drudgery of boredom.
drudgery
			
Nor are children enjoined to learn, to understand the importance of imbibing facts. to enjoin
We can still say horrible things to them in order to exert a bit of discipline.
to exert
Scotland has banned people from smacking kids and we will dutifully follow suit.
to follow suit
The immense satisfaction of hearing them howl in pain from a sharp slap will be
to howl
gone for good.
We are expected merely to smile indulgently as they shriek their little lungs out.
indulgently
The movements of my 12-year-old daughter are ludicrously restricted.
ludicrously
Paedophiles lurk in every shrubbery.
to lurk
We think we are protecting them, but we are stifling them and harming them.
to stifle
I spent every day as far away from my parents as possible, returning at six for my tea. tea
Not many parents do hit their children any more. It is already a vanishing art.
to vanish
The imperative for the teachers is to try to raise the D students to a C.
C and D level
			
The howl-round will be immediate and cacophonous.
cacophonous
All of these activities children spend in safe spaces, copiously chaperoned.
copiously chaperoned
Children are corralled permanently inside a suffocating safe space.
corralled
It is scarcely a surprise that many more report mental illness and gender dysphoria. dysphoria
They are egregiously indulged by teachers who want to be their ‘mates’.
egregiously
I knew what time of year was best to watch goldfinches near our house.
goldfinch
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In our histrionic swathing and cosseting they have no chance to find things out
for themselves.
Nor are children enjoined to understand the importance of imbibing facts.
I knew what time of year was best to watch linnets near our house.
Children are chaperoned, just in case a grazed knee provokes litigation from
some appalled parent.
In our histrionic swathing and cosseting they have no time to themselves.
		

Inmates online ()
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pages 6-7

Tough-on-crime policymakers will resist this idea, but the Internet is encroaching on to encroach on
corrections anyway.
Simpson’s release highlights the challenges of leaving prison, saddled with multiple felony
felony convictions.
Where I floundered – and where Simpson may struggle too – was technology.
to flounder
I hadn’t used Facebook before I was incarcerated.
to incarcerate
The country’s most famous inmate was freed in 2017.
inmate
What keeps people clean is reconciling them into a plan of law-abiding conduct.
law-abiding
I would have been far better prepared for society if I had been primed for social
to prime
media use.
The real potential in justice reform is the ability to reduce recidivism.
recidivism
			
Education, visits, and phone contact all correlate with more successful rehabilitation. rehabilitation
Prisons should allow inmates to have controlled access to social media to
tech-savvy
become tech-savvy.
Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced plans to lock up more people for longer. Attorney General
Prisoners will use the Internet to get information about their victims and hector
to hector
them from behind bars.
Of course, the use of cell phones isn’t always nefarious.
nefarious
It might be easier for those citizens, like Simpson, whose NFL pension and
NFL = National
luxury homes await him.
Football League
Giving inmates contact with non-incarcerated people helps them not succumb to
to succumb to
prison subculture.
During that time the smartphone became ubiquitous.
ubiquitous

Step into my office ()
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pages 8-9

Meet the people who get paid to listen to music and bask in paradise.
to bask
Hannah is the owner of a party business that organises corporate away days.
corporate away day
Meet the people who get paid to throw epic parties and bask in paradise.
epic
Hannah is the owner of a party business that organises escape games for hen-dos.
hen-do
			
Being passionate about music is a no-brainer.
a no-brainer
When you’re living in a remote environment, you may miss your friends and family.
remote
Hosting dream holidays for guests at exclusive island resorts was her ideal job.
resort
A Spotify employee on Twitter told me about a music editor vacancy.
vacancy
Charlie puts together flamboyant birthday bashes for the mega-wealthy.
bash
There are sleepless nights in the run-up to big events, such as Glastonbury.
Glastonbury Festival
			
I get to travel around the world trying out immersive escape games in the name
immersive
of research.
I used to watch the Brits on TV, so getting to sit on one of those swanky tables
swanky
was incredible.
Keen to follow in her welly-clad footsteps?
welly-clad
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pages 10-11

Freedom – including the freedom from discrimination, from arbitrary arrest –
arbitrary
is part of prosperity.
Two of the great bulwarks of our recent prosperity are under siege.
to be under siege
Two of the great bulwarks of our recent prosperity are under siege.
bulwark
The afterglow of this ‘great divergence’ remains today.
divergence
To realistically assess our future prospects, it is a mistake to extrapolate only
to extrapolate
from the present.
This system is fiercely defended.
fiercely
It may not be obvious that inequality deserves its place among these threats.
inequality
Across the rich world, growth rates of per capita income are falling.
per capita
			
The pursuit of happiness remains as powerful a desire today as it ever was.
pursuit
Those in the middle of the distribution have seen stagnant incomes.
stagnant
Only after the industrial revolution did sustained economic growth become
sustained
widespread.
Most increases in life expectancy have accrued to the top of the income distribution. to accrue to
These groups enrich their members by agitating for laws that increase their incomes. to agitate for
The growth of per capita GDP remains our leading indicator of improving prosperity. GDP = Gross
		
Domestic Product
It is not as if a rogue planet is threatening to destroy Earth.
rogue planet
			
Sir Angus Deaton takes a stab at giving an in-depth answer.
to take a stab at

Advertisements ()
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pages 12-13

Applications for the Generation UK–China internship programme are now open.
application
Applicants will be subject to our competitive assessment process.
applicant
If you’re new to our industry, apprenticeships offer the perfect way in.
apprenticeship
If you can show us your passion, we’ll invite you to an assessment day.
assessment
Applicants must meet our student finance eligibility criteria.
eligibility
Generation UK–China funding will cover all placement fees.
fees
Give yourself the edge through a two-month internship.
internship
The placements are set up through our partnerships with CRCC Asia and
placement
InternChina.
Assist with house ad and licensee ad campaign executions – inventory, planning
trafficking
and ad trafficking.
Give yourself the edge when applying for jobs, through a two-month internship.
edge
			
It aims to help 80,000 students develop a global mindset through study and work
global mindset
experience opportunities.		
Marvel Entertainment, LLC, is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney
LLC = Limited
Company.
Liability Company

Tips & makeovers 
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pages 14-15

Sure, sex takes place: sky-high birth rates are testimony to that.
birth rate
geboortecijfer
She eloped with her then-boyfriend of three years.
to elope
weglopen
Corinne Redfern reports on a beauty salon initiative offering sexual enlightenment. enlightenment
onderricht, verlichting
Srijana sits on her marital bed with her husband and grins.
to grin
grijnzen, glimlachen
As a make-up artist, you’re already up in your client’s face, invading their personal
to invade
binnendringen,
space.		
schenden
Behind the nerves and knickers tips there is a deep-rooted message.
knickers
slipje, onderbroek
‘I didn’t know what sex was until I did it,’ Sajana Maharjan whispers modestly.
modestly
bescheiden
Don’t be too shy to tell him what you like and don’t like.
shy
verlegen
Her older sister shared the double bed – while her new spouse slept in another room. spouse
echtgenoot, echtgenote
Their fears were tempered by the fact that they’d already talked about sex.
tempered by
verzacht door
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I borrowed a red sari and we went to the nearby temple to exchange garlands
and rings.
She talked about her impending wedding night with friends.
The Newlywed Project is already in jeopardy.
Sure, sex takes place – sky-high birth rates are testimony to that.
The girls feel more confident once they have unravelled themselves from metres
of scarlet silk.

Tusk hunting ()
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pages 16-17

Around 90 per cent of Siberian mammoth tusks are carved into elaborate ornaments. to carve
To maximise their rewards, the tuskers look for areas where the density of bones
density
is high.
The practice could have a devastating effect on the African elephant.
devastating
Intact tusks are kept, but bones, teeth, and tusk fragments are discarded.
to discard
Its beauty is being eroded by an underground business that is booming.
to erode
Instead of forest and scraggy tundra, the region was covered in fertile soils.
fertile soils
There’s a mistaken belief that the powder can cure everything from gout to cancer. gout
Is it really worth endangering the lives of elephants for another haul of mammoth
haul
ivory?
Herds of woolly mammoths roamed the open plains.
herd
Locals prod the tusks from the tundra with spades and spears.
to prod
The remnants are perfectly preserved.
remnant
They sell the mammoths’ tusks at great profit.
tusk
A market for mammoth tusks is fuelling a new, dangerous trade in Siberia.
to fuel
Sometimes the men gouge out entire hillsides, boring tunnels that stretch for 60m. to gouge out
Along the banks of the Kolyma River there are straggly larch trees.
larch
Straggly larch and tall spruce trees preside over a patchwork of lichen and moss.
lichen
Tales of ‘get rich quick schemes’ have spread, luring a new breed of hunter that
to lure
arrives by boat.
The majority of tuskers work without permits for unspecified middlemen.
middleman
Melting permafrost is fuelling a new, dangerous trade in Siberia.
permafrost
			
Instead of forest and scraggy tundra, the region was covered in dense grasslands.
scraggy
Along the banks of the Kolyma River there are tall spruce trees.
spruce
The pressurised cannons reduce the icy permafrost to a slurry of smelly sludge.
sludge
The pressurised cannons reduce the icy permafrost to a slurry of smelly sludge.
slurry
Along the banks of the Kolyma River there are straggly larch and tall spruce trees.
straggly
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pages 18-20

There is not much time for boffins when someone is dying on your operating table.
Homeopathy is the implausible idea that diluted substances can somehow treat
disease.
The rituals of surgery are strong – the surgical gown, the anaesthetic, and smell
of surgical spirit.
A faked procedure that includes incision and anaesthetic if necessary.
Pain is hugely modifiable and affected by mood, context, expectation, and belief.
An intervention must be shown to work better than a placebo in a randomised trial.
For more routine surgeries, there’s good evidence that many are little more than
placebo.
There’s a need for placebo-controlled studies to weed out the operations that
don’t work.
You form the same biases that other doctors fall for by assuming causation where
you see association.
The rituals of surgery are strong – the sound of the drill, the reassuring words as
you flinch, the overnight stay.
Carr reviewed 53 trials of less invasive surgical interventions.
Kaptchuk is giving placebo pills to patients with irritable bowel syndrome.
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I’d be concerned if surgery was being used as a sham because somebody might
have a pulmonary embolism.
Things tend to get better on their own, or to give it its medical name, regression
to the mean.
Evidence is the line that separates robust science from squishy pseudoscience.

The war on knowledge 
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pages 21-23

Trump’s anti-intellectualism is astounding and will have tragic consequences.
astounding
I was convinced that such a cataclysm could not happen to us.
cataclysm
The military, inspired by the same fundamentalism that had raged in Franco’s
to deride
Spain, derided intelligence.
In front of numerous dignitaries, General José Millán Astray desecrated that
to desecrate
temple of learning.
It is frightening that this felonious stupidity has not aroused more revulsion
felonious
among US citizens.
The EPA has gutted the climate science advisory council.
to gut
These harms pale in comparison to the havoc that America must expect from
havoc
climate change.
Silica dust is incontrovertibly linked to increases in cancer and lung disease.
incontrovertibly
			
Franco had begun a right-wing insurrection against the elected government of
insurrection
the Republic.
Nazis were pushing innumerable scientists and writers into exile.
into exile
Never has an occupant of the White House exhibited such a toxic mix of ignorance mendacity
and mendacity.
In front of a mob of nationalist youth he desecrated that temple of learning.
mob
More children will get ill and die if parents opt out of immunisation programmes.
to opt out of
			
Salamanca’s university is the most renowned institute of higher learning in the land. renowned
To those who would repudiate intelligence, we must say: you will not conquer.
to repudiate
The resurgence of nationalism in our time has not yet reached homicidal extremes. resurgence
Trump has appointed amateurs who are hostile to science and sport obscurantism
to sport
as a badge of honour.
If Franco’s wife had not led him away, Unamuno would have faced a beating
thug
from fascist thugs.
We need to put up a struggle against such benightedness.
benightedness
Lorca, a poet and playwright who had deployed the many angels of intelligence,
to deploy
had been executed.
In front of numerous dignitaries, General José Millán Astray desecrated that temple dignitary
of learning.		
Millions will slowly die from increased heavy metal effluents in waterways.
effluents
Advisory councils have been eviscerated or abolished.
to eviscerate
These incursions against reason have great encompassing power.
incursion
Government scientists have been muzzled and forbidden from attending
to muzzle
international conferences.
The policies they have adopted are as stultifying as they are noxious.
noxious
In Spain, those words resonated no less ominously.
ominously
Pollutants produced by mountaintop-removal mining may lead to respiratory disease. respiratory
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